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              Specap Inc.

              Your Trusted Capacitor Solutions Provider
              
                Capacitor Experts 
              

              
                We offer the largest selection of high-quality, hard-to-find,
                and even obsolete capacitors to suit your unique needs.
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                10K+ capacitors
                  are in stock
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          Why Choose Us: Your Trusted Capacitor Specialists
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                    10K+ Wide Selection of Top Brands
                  

                  
                    At Specap Inc., we take pride in offering an extensive range
                    of capacitors from renowned brands such as Allen Bradley,
                    Rockwell, Semtech, and more. Our diverse inventory ensures
                    that you can find the perfect capacitor to suit your
                    specific requirements.
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                  Expertise and Trust

                  
                    With 40 years of experience in the industry, we have earned
                    the reputation of being trustworthy capacitor specialists.
                    Our team of experts is dedicated to providing you with
                    accurate guidance and reliable solutions for all your
                    capacitor needs.
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                  Competitive Pricing

                  
                    Our competitive pricing structure allows you to access
                    top-grade capacitors at affordable rates, making us a
                    cost-effective choice.
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                Reliability and Quality

                
                  We understand the importance of reliable components in your
                  applications. That's why all our capacitors go through
                  rigorous quality checks to ensure their performance and
                  longevity, giving you peace of mind and confidence in your
                  projects.
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              Hard-to-Find and Obsolete Capacitors

              
                Searching for rare or outdated capacitors can be challenging.
                Specap, Inc. specializes in locating those hard-to-find and
                obsolete models, saving you time and effort in sourcing these
                critical components.
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      Industry and Individual Solutions

      
        Whether you are an industrial buyer or an individual hobbyist, we cater
        to all your capacitor needs. Our customer-centric approach ensures that
        you receive personalized solutions and exceptional service every step of
        the way.
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      Fast and Reliable Shipping

      
        Time is of the essence in projects and applications. We prioritize quick
        and reliable shipping, ensuring that your capacitors reach you promptly,
        minimizing downtime and keeping your projects on track.
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      Responsive Customer Support

      
        Our responsive customer support team is always ready to help. We are
        here to address your inquiries, offer technical advice, and provide
        support whenever you need it.
      

    

  










  
    
      
        
        
          
            What Our Clients Say About Us
          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          
            
          
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
          

        

        
        
          
            
            
              
                
                  
                    "I've been working in the electrical engineering industry
                    for over a decade, and Specap, Inc. has been my go-to source
                    for capacitors. Their vast selection, especially the
                    hard-to-find models, has saved me numerous times on critical
                    projects. The team's knowledge and expertise are
                    commendable, always guiding me towards the perfect capacitor
                    solution. Their top-notch customer service and prompt
                    shipping make them a reliable partner in my line of work. I
                    highly recommend Specap, Inc. for anyone seeking quality
                    capacitors and exceptional support."
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                    John T.

                    Electrical Engineer: 
                  

                
              
            

            
            
              
                
                  
                    "As a robotics hobbyist, I need a reliable source for
                    capacitors to power my creations. Specap, Inc. has been my
                    one-stop shop for all my capacitor needs. They offer an
                    impressive range of options, and I can easily find the right
                    components for my projects. The team is not only
                    knowledgeable but also friendly and approachable, patiently
                    answering my questions and providing valuable advice. Their
                    dedication to quality and genuine care for customers make
                    them stand out. Specap, Inc. has become an integral part of
                    my robotics journey, and I highly recommend them to fellow
                    enthusiasts."
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                    Emily S.

                    Robotics Enthusiast
                  

                
              
            

            
            
              
                
                  
                    "Our company relies heavily on capacitors for our industrial
                    equipment manufacturing. Specap Inc. has been a trusted
                    partner for us over the years. Their commitment to
                    delivering genuine, high-quality capacitors has
                    significantly contributed to the reliability and performance
                    of our products. They consistently go above and beyond to
                    ensure we get the capacitors we need, even the hard-to-find
                    and obsolete ones. With their exceptional customer service
                    and efficient shipping, we have peace of mind that our
                    projects stay on schedule. Specap, Inc. is a valuable asset
                    to our business, and we wholeheartedly endorse their
                    services."
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                    Mark P.

                    Industrial Equipment Manufacturer
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          Frequently Asked Questions
        

        
          
          
            
              
                What types of capacitors does Specap, Inc. offer?
              
            

            
              
                
                  Specap Inc. offers a wide range of capacitors, including Allen
                  Bradley, Rockwell, Drive, Semtech, UPS, Can Type, Screw
                  Terminal, Bus, Power Film, and Computer Grade capacitors. Our
                  diverse inventory ensures you find the right capacitor for
                  your specific applications.
                

              

            

          

          
          
            
              
                Can Specap Inc. source hard-to-find and obsolete capacitors?
              
            

            
              
                
                  Yes, we specialize in locating even the most hard-to-find and
                  obsolete capacitors. Our team's expertise and extensive
                  network allow us to track down rare components to keep your
                  legacy systems running smoothly.
                

              

            

          

          
          
            
              
                How do I know if I'm choosing the right capacitor for my needs?
              
            

            
              
                
                  At Specap Inc., our knowledgeable team is here to assist you.
                  If you have any questions or need guidance, you can reach out
                  to our experts for personalized recommendations based on your
                  requirements.
                

              

            

          

          
          
            
              
                What quality assurance measures does Specap, Inc. implement?
              
            

            
              
                
                  We prioritize quality and authenticity. Each capacitor
                  undergoes rigorous testing and adheres to industry standards,
                  ensuring optimal performance and reliability in your
                  applications.
                

              

            

          

          
          
            
              
                Can I request a quote for bulk orders or custom capacitor
                solutions?
              
            

            
              
                
                  Of course! If you have specific requirements, including bulk
                  orders or custom capacitor solutions, please contact our sales
                  team. We'll be happy to provide you with a tailored quote that
                  meets your needs.
                

              

            

          

          
          
            
              
                Does Specap Inc. ship internationally?
              
            

            
              
                
                  Yes, we provide worldwide shipping to cater to customers
                  globally. Wherever you are, we ensure your capacitors are
                  delivered to your location safely and efficiently.
                

              

            

          

        

      

    

  



  
    Introduction to Various Types of Capacitors

    
      Capacitors are among the most versatile components in the world of
      electronics. With a wide array of applications ranging from energy storage
      to signal filtering, capacitors are found in nearly every electronic
      device. In this article, we will explore the different types of
      capacitors, focusing on Allen Bradley capacitors, Rockwell capacitors,
      Drive capacitors, Semtech capacitors, UPS capacitors, Can type capacitors,
      Screw terminal capacitors, Bus capacitors, Power film capacitors, and
      Computer grade capacitors.
    

    
      
      
        
          
            
              Allen Bradley Capacitors
            
          

        

        
          
            
              Allen Bradley is a renowned name in the world of electronic
              components. Their capacitors are known for their quality and
              performance.
            

            Features and Applications

            
              Allen Bradley capacitors are designed to meet the demands of
              various industrial applications. From motor control to power
              regulation, these capacitors are built to perform under rigorous
              conditions.
            

            Comparison with Other Brands

            
              When compared to other brands, Allen Bradley capacitors stand out
              for their reliability and efficiency. They are often preferred by
              professionals for their long-lasting performance.
            

          

        

      

      

      
      
        
          
            
              Rockwell Capacitors
            
          

        

        
          
            
              Rockwell is another major player in the capacitor market,
              providing innovative solutions for various applications.
            

            Technology and Usage

            
              Rockwell capacitors utilize cutting-edge technology to offer
              optimized performance in areas such as telecommunications and
              industrial automation.
            

          

        

      

      

      
      
        
          
            
              Drive Capacitors
            
          

        

        
          
            
              Drive capacitors play a significant role in controlling motors and
              drives in industrial applications.
            

            Importance in Motor Drives

            
              These capacitors help in regulating the speed and torque of
              motors, ensuring smooth operation and energy efficiency.
            

          

        

      

      

      
      
        
          
            
              Semtech Capacitors
            
          

        

        
          
            
              Semtech is a leading provider of capacitors, especially in the
              semiconductor industry.
            

            Role in Semiconductor Industry

            
              Semtech capacitors are vital in the manufacturing of
              semiconductors, providing stability and precision in various
              processes.
            

          

        

      

      

      
      
        
          
            
              UPS Capacitors
            
          

        

        
          
            
              Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) capacitors are essential for
              maintaining a constant power flow in critical systems.
            

            Significance in Uninterrupted Power Supply

            
              UPS capacitors ensure that essential systems such as hospital
              equipment and data centers continue to function during power
              outages.
            

          

        

      

      

      
      
        
          
            
              Can Type and Screw Terminal Capacitors
            
          

        

        
          
            
              These capacitors are known for their specific designs and are used
              in various applications.
            

            Characteristics and Applications

            
              Can type capacitors are known for their cylindrical shape, while
              screw terminal capacitors offer easy connectivity. Both types are
              used in diverse fields such as automotive and telecommunications.
            

          

        

      

      

      
      
        
          
            
              Bus Capacitors
            
          

        

        
          
            
              Bus capacitors play a crucial role in power distribution,
              especially in large industrial settings.
            

            Function in Power Distribution

            
              They help in stabilizing the voltage and reducing the risk of
              voltage fluctuations, ensuring a consistent power supply.
            

          

        

      

      

      
      
        
          
            
              Power Film Capacitors
            
          

        

        
          
            
              Power film capacitors are widely used in power electronics, known
              for their robustness and reliability.
            

            Types and Applications

            
              These capacitors come in various types, including metallized film
              and foil film, and are used in applications like inverters and
              converters.
            

          

        

      

      

      
      
        
          
            
              Computer Grade Capacitors
            
          

        

        
          
            
              Computer grade capacitors are specially designed for computing
              devices, offering precision and stability.
            

            Utilization in Computing Devices

            
              These capacitors are used in motherboards, power supplies, and
              other essential computer components, ensuring smooth operation.
            

          

        

      

      

      
      
        
          
            
              Conclusion
            
          

        

        
          
            
              Capacitors are an integral part of modern electronics, and the
              various types discussed in this article showcase the diversity and
              importance of this component. Whether it's Allen Bradley's
              reliability or Semtech's precision, each type of capacitor has its
              unique features and applications. Understanding these differences
              allows engineers and enthusiasts alike to choose the right
              capacitor for their specific needs.
            

          

        

      

      

      
      
        
          
            
              FAQs
            
          

        

        
          
            	What are Allen Bradley capacitors known for?
	
                Allen Bradley capacitors are known for their quality,
                reliability, and performance in industrial applications.
              
	How do Drive capacitors function in motor drives?
	
                Drive capacitors regulate the speed and torque of motors,
                enhancing energy efficiency.
              
	What are the applications of Power Film capacitors?
	
                Power Film capacitors are used in power electronics like
                inverters and converters.
              
	
                Why are UPS capacitors crucial for hospitals and data centers?
              
	
                UPS capacitors ensure uninterrupted power supply, keeping
                essential systems functional during power outages.
              
	
                How do Computer Grade capacitors contribute to computing
                devices?
              
	
                They provide stability and precision, ensuring smooth operation
                in motherboards and power supplies.
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